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Message from Board of Trustees & Team Members
“Unselfish and Noble actions are the most radiant pages
in the biography of souls”
– David Thomas
On behalf of all of us at Hariksha Peoples Welfare Trust, we welcome to have a glance of the
Annual Report 2011 – 2012. We all are very proud to share you all about the precise annual
activity report of various activities & projects of Hariksha Peoples Welfare Trust.
Hariksha Peoples Welfare Trust serving for 6 years, we are assisting individuals, families &
Communities - poor, orphan, abandoned, physically challenged, differently abled, socially
deprived, diseased,
At Hariksha we completely believe in and invest in ethics, we organize the standard based
service to the needy, neglected, deprived people.
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By understanding the needs of the underprivileged people we were able explore & gather the
support in and around, to provide the best service to the beneficiaries.
The quality of service is evident in the implementation and the results of our activities /
projects. We would like to take this opportunity to thank all our supporter organizations /
Individual Philanthropists, collaborators, team members.
The fruitful courteous kindly words
Lead to goodness and graceful deeds.
Thirukural - 97

Sharing From Managing Trustee
“The soul is the same in all living creatures…
… all though the body of each is different
Hippocrates
Welcome to the Annual Report 2011-2012, I am excited to share the version to you all. I am thanking
the Government, Government Officials, wellwishers, philanthropist, the beneficiaries, the parents, the
community leaders and members and all for your continued support to Hariksha Peoples Welfare Trust,
for motivating me and our team to gather the sources. To drive and to preserve the knowledge and make
it available to society. We understand that our sccess is dependent on you participation, guidance. The
success of our organization remains with all your hands,
The collective aspiration gives us the chance to improving and expanding the activities to improve the
lives of the vulnerable people and the community.
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Recognition
Registered under Charitable
Trust Act
914/06 on 07.09.2006
80 G – DIT (E) No. 2(1044)/06-07
12 A – D.I. NO. 2(1044)/06-07
FCRA – 076080148 ON 02.05.2011
PAN – AAATH6178C
National Trust Registration No:
201116351517026 / MR / CP /
AUTISM / MD
harikshatrust@gmail.com
hariksha@hotmail.com
rihasu_2001@rediffmail.com
www.harikshatrust.org.in

Knock at any time to help us
800 C Gokulam Nagar,
Vengikkal, Thiruvannamalai,
Tamilnadu, Pin – 606 604
Contact:
P. RAVI,
Managing Trustee
+91 9786259151
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Peoples Welfare Activities by Hariksha

Educational Sponsership Program

Hariksha Play School for working women’s children

Hariksha Special School for CP / MR Children

Rainbow Life Children Home

VAZHIKATTI

Support Service to the Senior Citizens
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Educational Sponsership Program
Learning is wealth none could destroy
Nothing else gives genuine joy - Thirukural

- Aristotle
Education is the 4th essential of men among basic needs, Education is the powerful system,
Education is a Key tool for development, it cultivates a love of learning that may last a life time
which results the children to become life time learners, open to new ideas and make the
children as wise leaders. Education gives them the tools they need to become creative,
problem solvers and self-regulate.
Primary education provides the children physical, emotional, social and intellectual growth.
Primary Education makes the children healthy living, grow with the spirit, self-confidence and
productive life skills to promote a resourceful, socially active, and to make cultural and political
contributions to their community.
Education helps us to learn different ways to observe and analyze. The fact is that the world is
demanding educated people at every step. It’s not only trains the mind, but its also help us the
students in right decision making, it helps to develop a moral character and make a dignified
person.
The great scientist Albert Einstein gives us clear picture that “Education is what remains after
one has forgotten everything he learned in school”. It clearly suggest that learning is a never
ending action that begins and school and continues throughout life.
Free and compulsory education to all children up to the age fourteen is constitutional
commitment in India. The parliament of India passed Right to Education Act through
which education has become fundamental right of all children of age group 6-14 years.
The Government is playing a leading role in the evolution and monitoring of educational
policies and programs, a positive consequence of the substantial attention paid to
primary education.
Government is offering many materials, schemes, benefits and scholarships. Distribution of
Text Books, Distribution of Uniforms, Note Books, Stationery items, Bus Pass to school and
back home throughout the academic year, Scholarships, Distribution of bicycles to Higher
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secondary boys and girls for all communities, Integrated Education for the Differently Abled
Children, etc.,
Even though many children are exposed to the Poverty, Violence, Abuse & Exploitation. Many
difficult forcing situation makes the child labors and children are dropping their education in the
mid.
Our idea is reflects the thoughts of Ella Baker saying that “Give light and People will find the
way”
“Education is not preparation for life; education is life itself – John Dewey, for the last six years
we are supporting the vulnerable children living in one of the backward slum of
Thiruvannamalai. Where there is the high risk of the children are discontinuing their education
due to the various family situation.
During this academic year we supported 40 needed children with their educational expenses,
school uniforms, stationeries, cheppals and other expenses.

– Gilbert K. Chesterton
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Hariksha Play School for working women’s children

Baby care and toddler care is important for all human’s life. The fast growing materialistic
world require more money and material power. To meet the material and the money need the
parents in all the level (poor, middle class, upper middle class and higher class) are
competing, which results less care to their children during the baby and toddler level.
The recent survey reveals that many working couples (Two Career Couples) in the metro cities
are become the “weekend parents”.
The ancient system joint families are ideal for the children care. There are very sharing and
caring in a joint family, it is cohesive and has the right value system. The children grow up by
the well rounded human beings.
The present system of nuclear families are quite stressful for the adult and the children. The
parents feels that they are overwhelmed by the responsibility of juggling caring for the children,
maintaining a job and keeping up the bills and household routines.
The children in need of child care setting coming to our Hariksha Play School for working
women are provided with healthy growth and development. Our play school focused the
overall development, nurturing, supporting environment with caring and attentive adults. By
paying close attention to the babies, the infants social, emotional and physical needs are taken
care by the loving and caring team members. The children are experiencing the affection, the
good touch, the communication, reading, games and music.
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Hariksha Special School forChildren with
Special Needs (CP / MR Children)

Use the skills that I have got.
Do not focus on what I have not.
Of course, I am aware of my limitation.
Yet, I am a part of God’s wonderful creation.
-

William E. Lightbourne
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Drexel Deal
Our Government has making rapid strides towards the upliftment of differently
abled person and the children.
The Government had been implementing various schemes for the welfare of differently abled.
The state has embarked on special focus on mainstreaming the children with special needs.
The enhancement of the Persons with Disabilities, Equal Opportunities and Protection of
Rights Act of 1995 is landmark legislation and an expression of India’s commitment of social
justice. The SSA Programme lays special emphasis on mainstreaming children with special
needs – to provide universal elementary education by providing equal opportunities to all.
Life of the children with special need (physical, medical, emotional & Learning Problem) are
extra challenging, it might be harder to do normal activities – like learning, to read, or, getting
around the school, to go to the shops, etc., The children with special needs might require
medicine, therapy, extra help (assistance) or altogether in school and house for their day to
day activities.

“I have not been handicapped by my condition. I am physically
challenged and differently ab le” – Janet Bames
The objective & aim of Hariksha Learning Center is to support the children with special
needs (cerebrally palsied & mentally retarded) make them valuable to the society. Make
them to be as much independent as much possible by providing them Physical therapy,
Occupational therapy, Speech and language therapy, medical intervention, mobility
devices and assistive technology, counseling to the parents and awareness to the
community, support services for the malnourished / severely affected children, support
service to the family and enhancing the parents through weekend Saturday home based
visits.
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Children Academic Attendance Information
Hariksha learning center working days during 2011-2012 Academic
year

236 Days

Children Mediocre Attendance during 2011 -2012 Academic Year

30 Children

Children in the Hariksha Learning Center during the starting of
2011-2012 Academic Year

33 Children

Children in the Hariksha Learning Center during the End of
2011-2012 Academic Year

39 Children

-

Robert M. Hensel

The National Trust, statutory body under the Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Government of
India, registered our Hariksha Learning Center to screen, appoint & monitor legal guardian, to promote
activities such as awareness generation, and mainstreaming, to ensure inclusion and convergence of
different Schemes of Government, bearing the Registration No : 201116351517026/MR/CP/AUTISM/MD.

The registration of Hariksha Learning Center
bearing the No.
under Equal
opportunities and protection of rights Act off
1995 for Persons with Disabilities. The renewal
application and necessary documents 1.
Building Stability Certificate, 2. Sanitary
Certificate, 3. No Objection Certificate from FIRE
& Rescue Department, 4. Building License from
the Thasildhar, Gingee Taluk, 5. Inspection
report and Recommendation letter of DDAWO
Mr. Thangavel, are submitted to the STATE
COMMISSIONER FOR DIFFERENTLY ABLED.
Mr. M.C. Santhamurthy, DDAWO, Villupuram
visited our Learning center on 12th August. He verified all our documents, registers and signed (Attendance
register, Admission Register and Visitor Register) in it. To ensure that there are no thatched roofs structures
in our compound.
On 16th August we re - submitted the application to DDAWO for the Building Grant, Food Grant and
Teachers Salary Grant. To scrutinize the application the DDAWO Mr. M.C.Santhamurthy and Mr. Kumar
are visited our learning centre, they also visited the piece of land we bought for the development of the
learning centre.
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Mr. Ramanathan, our well-wisher, supporter, Steward, President, Asha for Education,
Irvine visited our Learning center. He gone through the daily activities of the children,
assessed the development of the children through the MDPS Scale assessment sheets,
and infrastructures of the learning center. He had discussion with the staff team
members.

MILESTONE
Repeatedly we faced many hurdles to find an appropriate building for our Hariksha
Learning Center. Many of the people in the villages are not ready to lend their house for
the purpose of the center for special need children. We faced too much difficulties; we
are adjusting the house which ever available. The house we possess now is built for a
family to live in the rural village. The therapy room, the special education class, the
vocational training set up, the play ground and the disable friendly set up and toilets are
temporarily made in this building.
Mr. Shridhar and Family from Navy Mumbai realized the real need of the permanent
structure for the Learning center and purchased 20 cents of land to build a permanent
building in this village. To build a well-equipped Learning center, Resource Center for
the children with special needs living in the interior corners of the villages, we
approached and requested to various philanthropists to support it.
ABAN CARE, Chennai supported Rs. 6 Lakhs as a building fund
Dhamakka Foundation contributed Rs. 1 Lakhs for the building construction
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Hariksha Learning Centre provides its service to the special need children by providing them
nutritious diet, supplementary food support, needed technical assistance equal to city level
centers. The children abilities are assessed and the skill development is measured through
the MDPS – SCALE System. The children are assessed for their developments in three
quarters April, September and March. The parents are assisting during the assessment of the
child.

Mobilit y Assistive Devices
The children are assessed and provided with the needed mobility devices through various
Government assessment camps and schemes. The children received 4 wheel chairs, 7
children are provided with mobility devices and 4 children are assessed by the technician for
the appropriate equipments. We made the easy accessible and usable furniture for the use of
the children.

Home Based Visit
The regular week end home based visit by our professional team members to the houses of the children gives
more support to the family and help us to understand the living style and the needs of the children.
The professional team members – physiotherapist, special educators are helping the family members to set up
the needed easy accessible mobility accessories and learning toys with available resources (setting up a parallel
bar using the bamboo stick, corner chair with available materials, counting using the pebbles and stimulating the
fingers using the clay).
This helps our team members to discuss with the family members in detail about the child, the family members
can get more information from our team members regarding their children development. This gives more time
discuss one to one about each children.
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New Activity
To provide the money handling to our special need children we set up a
small shop in our learning center. In this shop we provided the children
vegetables, snacks, fruits, biscuits, etc., The children will act as a vendor
and buyer. The children will buy the things using the money, doing this they
can know the value of the money. By doing this activity they are giving back
the change after the purchase, during this the vendor came to know how
much change has to give, the buyer also know how much they need to get
back.

– Max Lerner

Parents Involvement
Every month the parents are gathered in Hariksha Learning Center to share their input both positive and
difficulties they are facing. Out of 39 children an average of 26 parents are attending the meetings during
the academic year 2011-2012. Regularly we use to discuss about the children attendance, children hygienic
condition and maintenance, dress maintenance, medical treatment, and the children activities and the
suggestion to the parents are discussed. During the periodical intervals we are discussed about the
individual children performance. Each children’s curriculum plan, quarterly goals are discussed with the
parents. We use to discuss about the Government Schemes, Benefits, latest treatment / rehabilitation
techniques availability. We are providing the nutritional supplement service the cash support and kind
support, every month on this day.

The autonomous structure KALKI, the special Self Help Group among our parents / relatives extends its
support to 3 families by supporting to improve their livelihood. The matching grant Rs. 15,850/- (Rupees
Fifteen Thousands Eight Hundreds and Fifty) for the period of one year provided by Mr. Ramanathan,
Steward, Asha for Education,
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Suppor t Ser vices
We are providing the additional nutrition support, Horlicks, Milk support for 11 needy scrawny children regularly. We
also depositing a small amount as a Recurring deposit in monthly basis for the 7 deserving children future.
For the children in need of regular medicine and higher institution medical support we are paying for the expenses to
get recover / subsidize the health complaints.

– Buddha

Celebrations & Festivals
We are celebrating all the children birthdays in our Learning Centre, by cutting the cakes and distribute it to
all the children of Hariksha. This gives the children a great joy and enjoyment to the children.

The festivals are celebrated to give more joy and happy to all the people, especially for children it gives more fun, joy,
enthusiasm and good feeling. We are providing the opportunity to celebrate the major festivals of Tamilnadu in our
Learning Center. We are celebrating the national celebration Independence day, Republic day, Differently Abled Day,
Children’s Day.
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And the traditional festivals Ganesh Chathurthy is the starting of the festival series of the year. Ayudha Pooja to
honor the workers, working materials. On this day we are providing the dresses to the staff and gifts. The festival of
lights Diwali (row of lamps) is celebrated with fun and joy the children are provided with the colorful fireworks, small
crackers. The harvest festival Pongal celebrated with full traditional value, we thanked the all the elements sun, Air,
Water, and Earth for a good crop and for prosperity.
The birth of Jesus Christ is celebrated with great enthusiasm, we made miniature model of Jesus birth scene in our
Hariksha Learning Centre.

– James Baldwin

Health Ser vices
We are providing the regular medical attentions to each and every child. We availed the Government
Doctor, Government Hospital support to monitor the general health and treatment. The children with the
seasonable sickness ie., fever, cold, coughing, mouth ulcer, skin allergy, vomiting, injuries, wound, pain,
abscess, etc., are treated in the Government hospital and with private clinics. We have conducted Four
general medical health assessment camps.

Apart from the medical camp and treatment for the seasonable sickness, the children in need of medicines
for the epileptic convulsion are provided with the needed medicines. The children in need of special
treatment in the higher institutions are taken care by the parents, Balaji treated for Piles problem, Arjun
provided with Anti Rabies vaccine for the dog bite, Vinitha is treated for injury in the right leg, Palani treated
for the epileptic convulsion, Manjula is treated for the injury below the eyebrow, Poovarasan (Autism)
consulted with National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities, Chennai, for the
further remedy. John Milton treated in CMCH, Vellore, Shalini treated for the blood vomiting.
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Suppor t Fr om Cor porat e & In digenous In dividuals
Mr. Shridhar & Family contributed to purchase a piece of land 20 cents, the land is located 3 km away from
Avalurpet, towards Kilpennathur Road. The land is Fertile and nearby water sources are very good. The
land is road faced, easy accessible to the transportation. The cost of this land is 1,86,510/ABAN CARE, Chennai, contributed Rs. 6 Lakhs to construct a building for the welfare of the special need
children of Hariksha Learning Center.
DAMAKKA COMMUNICATION and COLLABORATION PVT. LTD., contributed Rs. 1 Lakh to bear a part of
the building construction expenses of Harkisha Learning Center. Apart from this they contributed Rs.
25,000/- additionally to provide fruits to the children every day for the period of one year.
Mr. Aswin Sriram – Kotteeswaran contributed Rs. 5,000/- towards the building construction.
LA FERME DES CROCCODILES, French Organization, Provided a Cooking Gas Stove, Gas Cylinder
Deposit, refrigerator and iron cup-boards.
38 kind hearted people and families are supported for food and food materials of Hariksha Learning Center.
The parents / relatives of Sharmila, Shanthi, Ranjani and Abishek Priyan are contributed for a minimum
amount to bear a minimum part of the vehicle running expenses. Deepak’s father providing us kerosene 5
liters every month for the kitchen use. Affordable parents are contributed for the uniform stitching expenses
Rs. 4965/Mr. Balamurugan assured and providing the children with one time food once in a month.
The total cash contribution received for Hariksha Learning Center for all above activities are Rs. 92,715/(Rupees Ninety Two Thousands Seven Hundreds and Fifteen).

Visitors
During this financial year 250 person, including parents / external friends visited our Hariksha Learning Center and
known about our organization activities.
The volunteer Mrs. Anais Chardine, Student of UNIVERSITE DE FRANCHE - COMTE through La Ferme Des Crocodiles,
France. She visited our Learning Center on 30th June. The main purpose is Performance and Behavior Audit of the
staff, Searching sources of new physical therapy techniques adapted to the children’s cases, such as physical therapy
techniques practicing in France, Searching funding sources, both for specific projects and for durable institutional
funding.
th

Mr. Manikkam, Motor Vehicle Inspector, Grade I, Tindivanam Visited our Learning Center on 5 July for our
school van registration purpose. He visited our learning center activities and impressed very much, he assured
he will try to extend all his support in all the ways.

On 4th & 5th August the Health Inspector Mr. Arumugam Visited our Learning Center to ensure the sanitary
(cleanliness) condition. He very much appreciated and issued the renewal for the period of one year.
On 10th August Mr. Seetharaman, Q Branch (C.I.D) Tiruvannamalai, Sub Inspector visited our Learning
Center and confirmed the activities of our learning center. We provided him with the children and staff
details. Sub-Inspector of CID, Vellore and Striking Force, Sub-Inspector, Tiruvannamalai came and collected
the relevant information about our Learning Center children, Staff and the activities details.
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An energetic supporter Mrs. & Mr. Shridhar family member Ms. Prasanthi visited our learning center on 23 rd
& 24th January 2012. She visited the activities of the children, she try to shoot a short film about the children
activities, children sport event, class activities. She recorded it all with the video camera. She collected the
information about the child Manigandan’s improvement and she recorded the activities of the child
Manigandan. The grand mother is called to our learning center on 24th January; Ms. Prasanthi had
discussion with the grandmother and figure out the development. She had a very small interview of the staff
and the Managing Trustee.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_IlGlSi4ots&context=C3924653ADOEgsToPDskI84av9ymA7wJ7l1i0fR4fp
On 14th of December Mr. Thalamalai, Gingee Thasildhar visited our Learning Centre. On 17 th of this month
he issued the renewal license for the period of 3 Years (01.03.2012 to 28.02.2015).
District Differently Abled Welfare Officer Mr. Thangavelu visited our Learning Center in February month.
Mr. Basker engineer, our building construction advisor visited our Learning center in March.

Marlee Matlin

Staff Information
We took the staff for one day trip to MGM DIZZEE WORLD, Chennai on 7 th January 2012. The trip is
sponsored by Mr. Ramanathan, President / Stuart, ASHA for Education, Irvine. The trip is accompanied with
Rainbow Life Children Home, children. All the staffs are enjoyed the rides in the theme park. After this they
are all enjoyed the water games.

The yearly salary increment for staff is taking place in December, in this year also the salary for the staff
team members are increased this month, all staff salary increased Rs. 500/- from December month
onwards.
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Rainbow Life Children Home

Eda J. Le Shan

The Rainbow Life Children Home is completely supported by LFDC, France, this is the successful second
year. All the Activities, equipments, major investments are funded by Mr. John Burnap, President, LFDC
France. Apart from the day to day activities LFDC is focusing the complete development, nurturing and
future of the children in need of care and protection.
Children are the assets of our Country, India has the highest number of children in world, The total
population of India as recorded by census 2011 is 1.2 Billion, that is approximately 40% of the nation’s
population is children.
UNICEF Studies gives the picture that over 25 million orphaned children in India in 2007, another study
estimates there are about 44 millions destitute children and over 12 million orphan and abandoned children
in India.
The children in need of care and protection are with the following categories Orphans, abandoned and
destitute children, poor children, children separated due to migration or armed conflict, missing or run-away
children, street children, children of sex workers, abused, tortured and exploited children, children indulging
in substance abuse, children affected by HIV/AIDS, Children affected by natural calamities, emergencies
and manmade disasters, children with disabilities and children suffering from terminal / incurable diseases.
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The removal by child welfare authorities and or the courts based on the child’s best interests, detention of
the child, or following the child’s own initiative to leave home.
There is a large population of children that grow up without one or both parents. Children without parental
care are at a high risk of abuse, exploitation and neglect.
“A Child’s complete future mainly depends on how they are nurturing. The first few years of a child’s life are
important to form a basis for good education, mortality, self-discipline and social integration. Consistency of
approach, skills and qualification of careers have been shown in many studies to improve the chances of a
child reaching his or her full potential.

The Government guides us the child care, with the Juvenile Justice Act (Care and
Protection of Children) 2000 as Amendment 2006, which provides us Proper care,
Protection and treatment of children by catering their development needs. Adopting
a child – friendly approach in the settlement and disposition of matters in the best
interest of children and for their ultimate rehabilitation through various established
institutions under this Act.
A recent survey has revealed a large number of young children in institutional care
across Europe. Young children placed in institutional care without parents may be at
risk of harm. Even though due to the various difficult situation the children admitted
in various child care homes.

The emerging situation makes the State Government

either by itself or in association with Voluntary organizations is establishing children’s
homes in every district.

The Rainbow Life Children Home Family has 40 Children in Two Houses
Boys : 20 Children

Girls : 20 Children

The Routine Activities
The children are staying in 2 houses, the children are providing with nutritional, tasty and variety food. The
food menu is prepared by the children every week. The living environment is clean and tidy, Every year we
are providing 3 sets of dresses, casual wear, two sets of uniforms, foot wears, adequate educational
materials. The children health is monitored with periodical medical checkup, the season sickness are
treated with professional physicians. The children are going to the school with the van; the qualified
teachers are assisting the children in the evening tuition hours. Many internal and external games and
sports materials are provided to the children. The children are provided with Television, Audio player,
Computer, News paper and periodical magazines. The children are taken to short and yearly outing to
entertain the children.
The children are practicing YOGA, physical exercise, breathing exercises everyday morning. The children
are very quick to grasp the postures and steps.
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The children are ensured with the safe drinking water, the water is purified by the Reverse Osmosis water
purifier. For the use of small children we installed the washing machine to wash the clothes clean and
hygienic. To overcome the power failures we installed and using the Power Back up Un interrupted Power
Supply Systems, Water Geyser for bathing hot water, Individual Cup Boards to keep their personal
belongings.

Steps to obtain Government Recognition
The needed activities are processed to obtain the Rainbow Life Children Home recognition from the
Government under Juvenile Justice Act 2000 (Care and Protection to the Children) as Amended in 2006.
The Government officials from Health department, Fire and Rescue Department, Government certified
Engineer, The Thasildhar and the District Social Welfare Officer are visited and verified the facilities
available to the children. They certified and recommended to the Government for the recognition of
Rainbow Life Children Home under JJ Act.
Our home full filled the advised facilities and infrastructure, the official issued the Sanitary Certificate (stating
that the buildings are ventilation system, drainage system garbage disposal are good, the kitchen are clean
and hygene, protected water is available, etc.,) , No Objection Certificate from Fire & Rescue Department
(stating that the fire extinguisher and emergency equipments are installed and ready to use during
emergency), the stability certificate for the building (stating that the building is strong and stable), The
Thasildhar issued the D Form stating the building is suitable for the children home. Then the District Social
Welfare Officer visited and verified all the certificates and available facilities, recommended to the state
Government to issue the recognition under JJ Act 2000 as Amended in 2006.

Festivals & Celebrations
All the children’s birthday is celebrated in our Home, the children are provided with new dress, cake,
chocolates to distribute to the school friends. The birthday’s celebrations give a small family gathering,
celebration and happy festive moments.

The children are celebrating all the national and regional festivals. During the festival the children are
provided with all the things as it a family celebrates the festivals.
All the Rainbow Life Children Home members (children & staff) welcomed the new year with full of joy and
happy. The new year eve celebrated with dance, entertainment etc., by 12 O’clock we welcomed the new
year with cake, all the children are provided with cake, the children enjoyed the celebration.
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The four days festival – Pongal – Harvest Festival – Festival to thanking all the elements helps to produce
the food crop. On 14th the Bogi Pongal celebrated to burn the old things, On 15th January we celebrated the
Pongal festival with great joy, we bought earthen new pot. Put the newly harvested rice, Milk and jaggery.
The Pongal got ready and apart from this special food prepared and served to the children.
During Vinayagar Chathurthy we brings a Ganesh Idol, many type of fruits and special food items and
distributed to the children.
The Tamil New Year is Celebrated with joy, happy and special food items. The Ayudha Pooja, Vijaya
Dasami is celebrated with customary value. The staff are honored with gifts, sweets to honor their work
(service).
The festival of lights (row of lights) Diwali is celebrated with great joy, happy. The children are provided with
new dress, crackers, fireworks. All the children showed their good interest to fire the crackers and fireworks.
All the children are provided with special food, sweets and snacks

The birth of Christ is celebrated with great happy and joy,
we made a miniature set up illuminating the birth of
Jesus. The children are provided with the individual gift,
the children studying in the primary school are provided
with the toys and dolls, some of the children are provided with watches and the girls are provided with the fancy things.
All the children are enjoyed their gifts.
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Second House
Due to the increasing children we find a suitable house to extend our service. On 13th May the inauguration Pooja
made in the 2nd House, All the children and staff participated and enjoyed the Pooja.

The house is equipped with all the needed equipment ie., children individual storage cup boards, safe drinking water
system, washing machine, refrigerator, safe and modern kitchen equipment, geyser to provide hot water for bathing
and son on.

Health News
The general health of the children is monitored and assessed by the professional physicians periodically. Dr. Ananda
Krishnan, Dr. Rajasekar and Dr. Chandra Sekar are performed the periodical medical assessment camp. A professional
team members consist of Nurse, Pharmacist, Lab Technician. PR Manager and the driver came and carry out the
periodical health camp for our children. They treated many seasonable health complaints and provided with the
needed medicines. For the specific medical complaints they referred the children to the concern specialized doctors
and to the higher medical institution for the further evaluation.
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During the assessment camp and throughout the year the children are treated for the following complaints provided
with appropriate medical treatment. Fever, Viral Fever, Cold, Cough, Pain, Sprain, Abscess, Swelling, Skin Rashes,
Mumps, Chicken Pox, Skin Pricks, Blisters, Dental Infections, Tooth Decay, Ear Pain, Ear Infections, Eye Pain, Eye
Irritation, Abdomen Pain, Injuries, Minor wounds, Foot Cracks, Foot Ulcers, Foot Dots, Typhoid Fever, Mouth Ulcer,
Skin Allergies, Vomiting, Wound, Jaundice, etc.,
Apart from this Anitha is treated for the Wheezing, Vijayalakshmi is treated for the Chest Pain, Akila treated for the
vomiting complaint, Chandru is treated for Foot Crack & Wound, Amaresh treated for the dark colored urine and
itching and Rajeswari is treated for the Airline Fracture - with the specialized consultant physicians.
The previous history reveals that Ramachandiran had injury in testis when he stayed with relative house in Bombay.
Due to the injury the testis got infected and puss discharged, for which the relatives done the treatment and they are
not followed the follow up treatment. The continuous treatment is provided to him very often.

Extra Abilities of the Children
The children are participated in the various schools cultural and sports activities. They participated in the school
Independence Day celebration & Republic Day Sports activities.
The children are participated in the school annual day cultural program, stage play and the fancy dress competitions.
The children are provided with the needed dresses and make up. The children are enjoyed this and exposed their
inborn talents. The children are enjoyed much as they were provided with the opportunities to participate in the
various events to bring out their abilities. By participating in this various activities the children are won many prizes
as a token of appreciation to promote their talents.

A few children are attending the vocational class in
their class and learning to do embroidering.
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Apart from this we are conducting fun games in our home itself. Very often we are conducting Quiz programs,
Anthakshari (Song Competition), Fun game – eating competition, etc.,
To enhance the knowledge and abilities of the children we set up a small library for the children and we are providing
them with the daily newspaper and children news magazines.
An NGO is running the mobile library, they are circulating and lending the books for children, once in two weeks they
will come with their mobile library unit and lend the books to the children.

Children Outing
The outings helps the children to came out their mental trauma, stress, pressure, etc., every month we are taking the
children to the nearby picnic spot to enjoy the day. The children really enjoying the outing, we are taking the children
to the nearby temples, churches, colleges, water floating channels, Swimming Pool, Children Park, etc.,
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Once a year we are taking the children to long distance touristic spots. This year we took the Children to MGM Dizzee
world (water theme park). The trip is sponsored by Mr. Ramanathan, Stewart, Asha For Education. The children
really enjoyed all the rides, water games and every moments of the theme park. We provided a star hotel buffet
dinner while we coming back, the children are surprised and enjoyed the atmosphere and varieties of the food. The
outing helps the children to refresh and to learn many new things around the world.
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The children can able to learn various types of people, food, entertainments and more opportunities around them.
We are also arranging a short visit to the children’s relative houses, this helps us to know the family status, the family
members & relatives are sharing their love and affection to all the children. This helps the children to give a feeling
that they are nearby their relatives.

The outing is not only gives entertainment, it is useful to the children to learn more things around the world.
As we are substituting the family to give the children a family atmosphere, we have to take many measures to
compensate and accomplish (nearby family) family atmosphere. This outings and visit to the relatives house are all
helps the children to balance their mental trauma and pressure.

Children Rights & Duties
The children are provided with enough information and refreshment discussion about their rights. We are discussion
with them about the latest available facilities and rights and acts, educational opportunities and many things. On the
same time we are facilitating the children to know about their duties ie., self cleanliness, surround cleanliness, helping
others, studying, respect to elders, etc.,
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Every month we are encouraging the outstanding student, by displaying their name in the notice board, stating that
the performer of the month. The children are very much encouraged and competing to became an outstanding
performer of the month.

Parents Relative Visit
Many of the parents / relatives are visiting the children once in a
month, during that day they are discuss with their children about their
family status. During the visit according to their ability they are
bringing the snacks, food items from their houses to distribute it to all
the children in our home.

Regional Public Suppor t
The neighbors, friends, well wishers - 24 persons - are provided food, snacks and sweets to share their happy
moments with our children. Apart from this a dress show room proprietor sponsored dresses for our children, a
Government School Head Master provided dresses (value of Rs. 14,000/-) to all the children for Pongal festival to
share the joyous festival with our children. An educationalist provided a few note books to our children.
Mr. Ramanathan from Asha for Education, USA, (partner of Hariksha Learning Center, Avalurpet) visited our learning
center. He spent and enjoyed his time with the children, the interaction with the children, motivation and guidance
provided to the children. He informed to the children that he will pay for a one day holiday trip to any theme park as
a New Year gift, he paid the expenses Rs. 26,210/- for the one day trip to the theme park MGM Dizzee World,
Chennai. The children are enjoyed the trip very much.
The parents and relatives of the children are bringing eatables, home made snacks, fruits, and seasonable nuts and
pulses as much they can able. It is very much helpful for us to provide the regional snacks and eatables.

Mrs. Anais Chardine, Volunteer from France, Visited our children home and the children enjoyed her presence. The
Sub Inspector of Police, CID Q Branch, Thiruvannamalai & Vellore are visited our home they collected the needed
information and they seen the registers, documents, Government Recognition and Registration copies for their
references.
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Ms. Praveena (Mr. & Mrs. Shridhar family, Mumbai) and her friends visited our children and play various fun games,
initiated new dimension of thinking, creativity and ambitions to the children. The children are very much liked the
games and presentation by the team members. They teach the children how to simplify their studies, the
opportunities, the branch of studies, the job opportunities, etc.,
Many of the well wishers guide our children with moral & psychological support, they are discussing with the children
about the moral values, the system of the society, the educational system, the competition around them, the
devotional information of all religion, the ethics, etc., This helps the children to have more informative, competitive
with others, acquiring more knowledge about the education system, job opportunities, technology development, etc.,

Children Schooling
All the children are attending the schools for their education performance. The children are trying to achieve good
education performance. We arranged a part time tuition teacher to give them more attention to the education. The
children are going to the schools by the school van. The children are provided with all the needed educational
materials Text Books, Note Books, Guides, Pen, Pencils, Geomentry Boxes, Brown Sheets, School Bag, shoes, chepals.
To encourage the children performance and skill we are awarding (games, toys, color pencils, crayons, water color,
etc.,) the good students with gift articles, this helps other children to compete to achieve best results at least to get
the gift articles. Apart from the education the children shows good interest in the co-curriculum activities, the
children are taken in the speech competition and many other competition and won prizes.

Parameswari, former DG Home student, we find her, working in a spinning mill in Coimbatore. As per the direction of
Mr. John Burnap, President, LFDC, France, we offer her the chance admission in Diploma in Nursing Course. She
happily accepted the offer, we admitted her in Al Ameen School of Nursing, Somasipadi, in Diploma in Nursing (GNM)
as a Day Scholar in this institute. At present she stays in our children home, going to Al Ameen institute, Somasipadi
by institute bus.
She is helping the children during their study hours and during morning hours for getting ready to schools. For this
we are providing her Rs. 500/- as a stipend (packet money), it helps her to manage her personal expenses.
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Children’s Green Revolution
The children shows much interest to develop a garden, they created a garden using the waste water coming from
their shower room, in front of the boys hostel. They planted Tomato, chilies and Samandhi (flower) saplings. The
children felt very happy and proud to maintain the garden, to enhance the gardening interest to the children we
bought 30 mud pots to grow various types of plants. The children shown good interest to grow multiple variety
plants. We provided them fruits, flower and decorative plants seeds and samplings.

Susan Sarandon

VAZHIKATTI
Hold my hand and walk with me.
We must break the back of social inequ ity;
We must empower every individual with a disability
To live with dignity in an inclusive society.
William E. Lightbourne
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The name Vazhikatti itself reflects the complete information about the scheme (the Tamil meaning of the word
Vazhikatti is that one who shows the way). The Government idea is to enhance a community person with enough
information about the disabilities, interventions, treatment and rehabilitation information and the complete
information about Government Schemes with full pack of information, the person will act as a resource person for the
differently abled persons living in the village panchayath.

The scheme implemented in 55 Village Panchayath, Avalurpet Block, Villupuram District in February 2011. In every
village we selected a volunteer welfare worker, as per the Government guidance we informed them that we can able
to provide Rs. 750/- as a honorarium for their service. The welfare workers are regulated by coordinator.
The welfare worker and the coordinator are provided with the enough training on the issues of variety disabilities,
early detection of the disabilities, Interventions, treatment and rehabilitation techniques for the disabilities, available
Government Schemes, how to avail the Government and Non Government facilities and schemes and so on.
After the training the 55 welfare workers team members are provided with the needed information and guided to
take a survey on the disabilities in their concern villages.
Every month we conducted two meetings, to exchange the information and needs of their working villages. The
welfare workers are provided with their monthly honorarium on the last working day of every month.
The scheme is planned and to create enabling environment, to ensure the equal opportunities, equity and social
justice to persons with disabilities, to empower persons with disabilities.
To implement outreach and comprehensive community based rehabilitation programmes in urban and rural
environments. To enhance the scope of education, vocational and professional opportunities, income generation
and gainful occupations.
The scheme is focused in following differently abled population living in the villages, (i) Locomotor disabled, (ii)
Speech and Hearing impaired, (iii) Visually Impaired, (iv) Mentally Handicapped, (v) Multiple Handicapped.
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The object of the scheme is Prevention and Early Detection, Medical Intervention and Surgical Correction, Fitment of
Artificial Aids and Appliances, Therapeutical Services such as Physiotherapy, Speech Therapy and Occupational
Therapy, Provision of Training for Acquisition of Skills through Vocational Training, Provision of Educational
Services in special and integrated schemes, Provision of Self-Employment opportunities and Bank loans, Establishing a
meaningful linkage with existing Govt. Schemes such as Disability/Old age pension, Scholarship, etc. An important
aspect of this scheme is the creation of awareness, involvement of the Community and Family Counseling.
The resource people are provided with Rs. 750/- as a honorarium towards their service.

Support Service to the Senior Citizens

India is facing the same problem as many developing nations in that its elderly population is increasing tremendously,
with a current estimate of 90 million over the age of 60. Using data on health and living conditions from the India's
60th National Sample Survey, a study found that almost a quarter of the elderly reported poor health. Reports of poor
health were clustered among the poor, single, lower-educated and economically inactive groups.
Article 41 of the Indian Constitution states that elderly citizens will be guaranteed Social Security support for health
care and welfare.
The preference of care to the senior citizen and traditional method is by younger generations of family members.
Many issues like health, family reasons, and financial problems forces the valuable senior citizens to came out of their
family. The care of the wisest senior citizen became difficult because decreasing family size, the greater life
expectancy of elderly people, the geographical dispersion of families, and the tendency for women to be educated
and work outside the home.
The fulfillment of the special needs, assistance with daily activities, regular medication for the chronicle sickness,
health care and special designs equipments (ramps, Weston toilets, walkers, walking sticks).
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As Thiruvannamalai is the religious place, many senior citizens are coming to Thiruvannamalai in search of many
needs. As soon as they come here they are getting their food somewhere in the ashrams and temples. Due to the
sickness the food became complication to their health. They are staying behind the trees, temples etc., which makes
more health complication.
Our aim is to support the primary needs of the abandoned wisest senior citizen living in the corners of the
Thiruvannamlaai.
Through La Ferme Des Croccodiles, France, we are supporting the food needs of a group of senior citizen living in the
Girivalam Road, every month we are providing them with the monthly provision, hygienic things.
With the support of MR Prathap Charitable Trust and many supporters we are arranging periodical health assessment
camp and regular medicines support to the senior citizens.
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Account Satement
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The Board of Trustees Met on 08.07.11, 05.12.11, 22.03.2012.
All the Five members were present for all the meetings.
Rs. 96,000.00 paid to Mrs. R. Sujatha, Trustee as honorarium for working as a Special
Educator in the School run by the Trust, There is no remuneration and reimbursement paid
for the other board members.
No remuneration is paid for the Head of the organization.

Slab of gross salary paid per month for the staff
Slab of salary

Male staff

Female staff

Total staff

Less than 5000

2

7

9

5000 – 10000

2

1

3

Highest pay Rs. 8000.00/ per month
Lowest pay Rs. 1000.00/ per month
Total cost of international travel for the board members, staff and volunteers: Nil
Total Cost of the nation travel for the board members, staff and volunteers: Nil
Statement of accounts have been prepared on cash basis
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Your intention to support our organization in any form ie., cash, kind,
involvement, references and blessings are welcome at any time. Mr. P.
Ravi, Managing Trustee and the team members are waiting for you in
800 C Gokulam Nagar, Vengikkal, Tiruvannamalai- 606 604,
Tamilnadu, India.
Phone: 04175 232224, Mobile: 9786259151, Email: harikshatrust@gmail.com,
web: harikshatrust.org.in
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Your Support makes a change in the deserving children’s life
Celebrate the Special Days with us in our Projects / Programs By
-Volunteer yourself to care the Special Need Children
- Volunteer yourself to teach, guide the slum dwelling children to achieve in their education
- Volunteer yourself to be a foster parent visitor to a parentless child in the orphanage
- Volunteer yourself to guide the children to preach the good things
- Volunteer yourself to share the festival happiness with the orphanage children
- Volunteer yourself to motivate a child to fix his ambition
- volunteer yourself to be a role model for the children in our orphanage
- Provide One time Food to the 45 Special Need Children (CP/MR)
- Provide the dresses to the 45 Special Need Children
- Support us for the therapy equipments & Special education teaching equipments
- Provide the special need children with the mobility devices
- Sponsor for a slum dwelling child’s one year education
- Provide the educational materials to the slum dwelling children
- Provide one time – three time food for the children in the orphanage
- Provide festival dresses to the children in the orphanage
- Provide school bags to the children in the orphanage
- Provide one month provision to the orphanage
- Provide the school Uniforms to the orphanage children
- Provide the games, sports, entertainment materials

Thanking you
Yours sincerely,
P.Ravi
Managing Trustee.

